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1. Introduction
The area of automatic verification has, in the recent past, provided us with feasible methods for automatically
checking whether a design, representing a system, satisfies a set of requirements (see e.g. [CE81, BCM+ 90,
McM93]). However, the development of system designs (usually expressed as transition systems) is not trivial.
The usual cycle of design–debug–re-design is time-consuming and error prone, partly due to the fact that
the incorporation of a requirement in an existing design is a non-trivial, largely unformalised process.
Within the context of design development, it is often the case that a design that satisfies a set of
requirements already exists and a new requirement is to be ‘added’, in some sense, to that design. This may
happen either when a new system is being designed with an existing one as a basis, or while incrementally
designing a system. In both cases, it is desirable to have a methodology for automatically obtaining a design
out of the old one and the new requirement. Moreover, this process should be theoretically well-understood
in terms of guarantees of how exactly the new design relates to the original one and the requirement to be
added.
There are many types of such changes, corresponding to the different meanings assigned to the process of
‘adding’ a requirement to a design of a system. Therefore, one cannot possibly hope to create a meaningful,
unified theoretical framework that encompasses any and all types of design change. In this paper, we will
focus on a specific type that we believe is useful in the process of designing systems, which we call minimal
refinement.
Example 1. An access control system for a database application is being designed. To aid in its verification,
an abstraction has been constructed in the form of a state transition system. Each possible computation
path exhibited by the transition system corresponds to an allowable transaction with the database. At
some point, a further rule is imposed so that, e.g., a certain kind of transaction is necessarily followed by
another. This rule is to be applied to the original system as an add-on and, as such, it is preferable not
to re-design the abstraction from scratch, but re-use the existing model as a starting point. Since the new
system circumscribes the allowable behaviours of the original system, what we are looking for is a refinement
of that model that satisfies the new rule.
Example 2. In an alternative scenario, imagine that a model of a system has been constructed and verified
with a model checker. It is now desirable to produce a version of this model which is more low-level so that
it can be used for the automatic construction of code that implements this system. The new, more ‘concrete’
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version of the system may contain implementation-level details and states. Again, we are interested in
producing this refined version automatically, while preserving the behaviours of the specification that are
admissible by the implementation mechanisms present in the result.
In both scenarios we seek to produce a refinement of a system. Refinement (see e.g. [AL91]) can be viewed
as behaviour-containment; if A and B are two systems, then
A refines B

iff

behaviours(A) ⊆ behaviours(B).

We will be using transition systems to represent designs of systems (and from now on we will use the terms
system and model interchangeably), and as such, an appropriate notion of behaviour is the computation tree.
Correspondingly, the set of behaviours exhibited by a transition system is the set of computation trees that
results from the unravelling of the transition system. More specific definitions will be given in the following
section.
In both examples, a refinement of a design is sought. However, refining a system yields an implementation,
or a more ‘concrete’ version of it, but not necessarily a useful one: depending on the formalism used, it is
frequently the case that trivial models exist that refine almost every other model. For example, in the case of
the database access control system, it is true that an empty transition system does not allow any behaviours
at all and, therefore, refines the original one; it is hardly a useful one though. In other words, we are interested
in refining the original model but only so much as is necessary in order to satisfy a given guiding property.
In this way, behaviours of the original system are only sacrificed if necessary.
Thus, instead of just looking for designs that refine the initial one and satisfy the new requirement, we
will use refinement to order the designs. We are led, then, to the concept of minimal refinement. Minimal
refinement can be used whenever the designer has a model of a system that already circumscribes the allowed
behaviours of the system. Then, a new property can be applied and a new design obtained, that satisfies the
new requirement, refines the initial design and exhibits as many of its behaviours as possible. A corollary of
this is that by using minimal refinement we get automatic preservation of safety properties.
The contributions of this paper lie, firstly, in the introduction of the notion of minimal refinement as
a method for the stepwise addition of requirements in a model. Secondly, we investigate and prove results
concerning several issues around minimal refinement such as the soundness and decidability of algorithms
for computing minimal refinements.
In what follows we will define this process and study its theoretical and applied aspects. We will focus
on representations of designs based on transition systems, and on modal and temporal logics as languages
for expressing requirements. We begin by introducing the theoretical background in Section 2. Then, we
will proceed to formalise these intuitions and define minimal refinement in a precise way in section 3. In
the same section, the problems that arise from our definition are discussed, and specific technical questions
aiming at resolving those problems are specified. These questions are investigated in the context of modal
logic in Section 4. In the aim of addressing expressiveness issues related to modal logic, we further develop
the investigation of these questions into the realm of temporal logic in Section 5. Finally, we conclude and
summarise the possible avenues for extending the work presented in this paper, in Section 6. The definitions
behind minimal refinement and part of the results presented in Section 4 have appeared in [GR02]. The
results presented in Section 5 have appeared in [Gor03].

2. Preliminaries
2.1. General background
Before discussing specific logics, we will approach the subject from a higher level. Therefore, let L and
M be sets, corresponding to the set of formulae and the set of models of a logic. Let, also, |=⊆ M × L
be a satisfaction relation. The class of models that satisfies a formula φ will be denoted by mod(φ). Let
≤⊆ M × M be a preorder (i.e., a transitive and reflexive relation) on models. The strict counterpart of
≤, denoted by < is defined by the condition M < N iff M ≤ N and N 6≤ M . Given a set S ⊆ M, the
minimisation operator is defined in the usual way, min≤ (S) = {M ∈ S | ∀N ∈ S, N 6< M }. As noted in the
introduction, we will be looking at an operation of the form of min≤ (mod(φ)).
This operation resembles one often found in the areas known as theory (or belief) change (see, e.g.,
[Gro88, Dal88, KM89, KM91]) and non-monotonic reasoning (e.g, [KLM90, BMP97, BEF93]), among others.
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The shared intuition is that, when given a property φ in some logic, instead of selecting all the structures
that satisfy φ (mod(φ)) we employ some extra-logical information and treat some models inside mod(φ) in
a preferential way. This information takes frequently the form of a relation over models and is usually called
a preference relation.

2.2. Modal logic
In Section 4, we will generally work with a finite set A of propositional variables. The modal language LK
of the logic Km on A with m modalities is defined inductively; if p ∈ A then p ∈ LK ; if φ and ψ are in LK
then so are ¬φ and φ ∧ ψ; if φ ∈ LK then 3i φ ∈ LK for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The usual propositional abbreviations
apply as well as the modal 2i ≡ ¬3i ¬. The axiomatisation of Km follows.
P. Any propositional tautology is an axiom.
K. Any formula of the form 2i (φ → ψ) → (2i φ → 2i ψ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ m is an axiom.
Its rules of inference are:
MP. Modus ponens: if φ and φ → ψ, then ψ.
Nec. Necessitation: if φ, then 2i φ, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
The logic Λ of Km is defined to be the smallest subset of LK that contains all the instances of the above
axioms and is closed under the two rules of inference. The fact that a formula φ ∈ LK is in Λ is denoted by
` φ. If T is a set of sentences and φ a sentence, then φ is deducible from T , written T ` φ, if there exists a
number n ≥ 0 and sentences ψ1 , . . . ψn ∈ T such that ` ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn → φ. The set T is called consistent if
T 6` ⊥ and inconsistent otherwise.
The most popular semantics for modal logics is through Kripke models.
m
1
, vM is called a Kripke model whenever
, . . . , RM
Definition 1. A tuple M = WM , rM , RM

• WM is a set of states or worlds.
• rM is a distinguished state in WM called the initial state or the root.
i
⊆ WM × WM are accessibility relations. We will only consider models whose states are reachable
• RM
from the root. In other words, for any state s ∈ WMSthere exists a sequence of states s1 , . . . , sn such that
m
i
s1 = rM , sn = s and for all 1 ≤ j < n, (sj , sj+1 ) ∈ i=1 RM
.
A
• vM : WM → 2 is a valuation for the propositional letters.
By |M | we denote the cardinality of WM . The model M is said to be finite if |M | is finite. The class K is
the class of all Kripke models.
Satisfaction of formulae at a state s is defined inductively by the usual propositional clauses along with
i
the modal one: M, s |= 3i φ iff ∃t ∈ WM such that (s, t) ∈ RM
and M, t |= φ. We will write s |= φ when the
model is obvious. Satisfaction at the level of models is defined as follows.
• M |= φ iff rM |= φ,
• M |=G φ iff ∀s ∈ WM , s |= φ (global satisfaction).
We will write M |= T for a set of sentences T whenever M satisfies all formulae in T . Semantic entailment
is defined as follows: if φ is a sentence and T a set of sentences, T semantically entails φ, written T |= φ
iff for all models M ∈ K, if M |= T then M |= φ. The class of models that satisfies a formula φ is denoted
by modK (φ) and the class of models that globally satisfy a formula φ, by modG
K (φ) (similarly for sets of
sentences). A set of sentences T is called satisfiable iff modK (T ) 6= ∅ (similarly for globally satisfiable). The
set of sentences true at a state s is denoted by th(s). The theory of a model is defined as the theory of its
root, th(M ) = th(rM ). Two models M, N are logically equivalent iff th(M ) = th(N ).
A few well-known facts about Km and its logic are summarised below [BdRV01, Che80]. The set T stands
for a set of sentences and φ for a sentence of LK .
• T |= φ iff T ` φ (soundness and strong completeness of Λ with respect to K).
• T is satisfiable iff T is consistent.
• If T ` φ and φ ` ψ then T ` ψ.
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We will now turn to the semantical notions of bisimulation and simulation.
Definition 2. Let M, N be models and B ⊆ WM × WN a non-empty relation. The relation B is a bisimulation if
• it relates the initial states, (rM , rN ) ∈ B,
• it respects the valuations, (s, t) ∈ B implies vM (s) = vN (t),
i
i
• if (s, t) ∈ B and s0 is an RM
-successor of s then there exists t0 , an RN
-successor of t, such that (s0 , t0 ) ∈ B,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m (the forth condition),
i
i
• if (s, t) ∈ B and t0 is an RN
-successor of t then there exists s0 , an RM
-successor of s, such that (s0 , t0 ) ∈ B,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m (the back condition).
If there exists a bisimulation between M, N then M and N are called bisimilar, written M ∼ N and it follows
that th(M ) = th(N ). The converse is not generally true, but it does hold for the classes of m-saturated and
finite models which we will concerns ourselves with later.
Definition 3. Let M, N be models and S ⊆ WM × WN a non-empty relation on their state-spaces. The
relation S will be called a simulation iff it satisfies the first three clauses in the definition of bisimulation,
i.e. it must link the initial states, preserve valuations and respect the accessibility relations but in one-way
only (the forth condition).
If there exists a simulation from M to N we write M → N or N ← M and say that N simulates M or that
M is simulated by N . Whenever M ← N and M → N we will say that M and N are similar or simulation
equivalent and write M  N . It is easy to check that simulations are transitive and reflexive. If two models
are bisimilar then it follows that they are simulation-equivalent as well, although the converse does not hold
in general.
A formula is called positive universal iff it is made up only from propositional letters, their negations, the
propositional connectives ∧ and ∨ and the universal modality 2i . LPU is the subset of LK that consists of
positive universal formulae. If s is a state then PU(s) = LPU ∩th(s). If M is a model, then PU(M ) = PU(rM ).
Dually, a positive existential formula is made up from p, ¬p, ∧, ∨ and 3i . LPE and PE are defined similarly
and are duals of LPU and PU respectively. Note that the negation of a PU formula is a PE one and vice
versa. If P is a set of PU sentences then P c is the complement of P with respect to LPU , i.e. P c = LPU \ P .
The set P is defined as the set that contains the negation of every formula in P , i.e. P = {¬φ | φ ∈ P }.
We define 2∗ φ to denote a set of sentences as follows,
2∗ φ = {2i1 . . . 2in φ | ∀n, j, ij (n ≥ 0 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ ij ≤ m)} .
The set 2∗ T is defined similarly, but on sets of sentences rather than on formulae:
[
2∗ T =
2∗ φ.
φ∈T

If a model satisfies 2∗ T at its starting state then, obviously, it will have to satisfy T on all the states reachable
from the root. Therefore, because of the condition that we have imposed on the reachability of all states in
∗
a model, it follows that modG
K (T ) = modK (2 T ).
Apart from the class of finite Kripke models, one other class will be of particular interest to us, the class
of m-saturated models. Essentially, an m-saturated model is a Kripke model that satisfies a condition similar
to compactness across the successors of its states. The formal definition follows.
Definition 4. Let M be a model, s a state in WM and T a set of sentences.
i
1. T will be called satisfiable on the successors of s iff for each relation RM
there exists a state t ∈ WM
i
such that (s, t) ∈ RM
and T ⊆ th(t).
i
2. Similarly, T will be called finitely-satisfiable on the successors of s iff for each relation RM
and for any
i
finite set of sentences F ⊆ T there exists an RM -successor t of s such that F ⊆ th(t).
3. A state s is called m-saturated iff, for any set of sentences T , if T is finitely-satisfiable on the successors
of s, then it is satisfiable on the successors of s.
4. A model is m-saturated if all its states are m-saturated.
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MSAT will denote the class of m-saturated models. Notice that MSAT is closed under bisimulation.
The following two lemmas characterise simulation in syntactic terms, and establish an exact match in
the m-saturated case. The first one states that simulation implies PU-language inclusion.
Lemma 1. If M, N are models such that M ← N , then PU(M ) ⊆ PU(N ) (Folklore).
The second lemma concerns the effect of PU-language inclusion, in the case of m-saturated models.
Lemma 2. Let M, N be models. If PU(M ) ⊆ PU(N ) and M is m-saturated, then there exists a simulation
from N to M , M ← N (Folklore).
Proof. For convenience we will work with PE formulae, the dual of positive universal ones. Note that PU(s) ⊆
PU(t) iff PE(s) ⊇ PE(t). Define a relation S such that
(s, t) ∈ S

iff s ∈ WN , t ∈ WM and PE(s) ⊆ PE(t).

We prove that S is a simulation.
• Since PE(rN ) = PE(N ), PE(N ) ⊆ PE(M ) and PE(M ) = PE(rM ), we have (rN , rM ) ∈ S.
• Since A ∪ A ⊆ LPE , S respects the valuations, i.e. if (s, t) ∈ S then vN (s) = vM (t).
i
• Assume that state s has a successor s0 with
V respect to a relation
V RN . Let P be theVset of PE sentences
0
0
of s . For any finite subset F ⊆ P , s |= F and thus s |= 3i F . The formula 3i VF is a PE formula,
i
-successor of t that satisfies F . In other words,
so by definition it is satisfied at t. Thus there is an RM
P is finitely-satisfiable on the successors of t. The model M however is m-saturated, thus there is an
i
-successor t0 of t that satisfies P and as such PE(s0 ) ⊆ PE(t0 ).
RM

2.3. The logic ACTL
The logic ACTL [GL94] is a fragment of CTL [CES86], a branching-time temporal logic well-known for its
use in model checking. As in the case of modal logic, A will be a finite set of atomic propositions.
Definition 5. The language LACTL is defined inductively: for all p ∈ A, p ∈ LACTL and ¬p ∈ LACTL ; if
φ, ψ ∈ LACTL then φ ∧ ψ ∈ LACTL and φ ∨ ψ ∈ LACTL ; finally, if φ, ψ ∈ LACTL then the formulae
• AXφ (on all successors, φ),
• A(φUψ) (on all paths, φ until ψ),
• A(φRψ) (on all paths, φ release ψ),
are all formulae in LACTL .
The following abbreviations apply:
• AGφ ≡ A(⊥Rφ) (globally φ) and
• AFφ ≡ A(>Uφ) (eventually φ).
Models for ACTL are structures similar to Kripke models.
Definition 6. A tuple M = hWM , SM , AM , vM , →M , FM i is a model for ACTL with fairness constraints
whenever
•
•
•
•
•
•

WM is a finite set of states,
SM ⊆ WM is a set of initial states,
AM ⊆ A is a set of atomic propositions,
vM : WM → 2AM is a valuation,
→M ⊆ WM × WM is the accessibility (or transition) relation,
F ⊆ 2WM is a set of fairness conditions.
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It is obvious by the above definition that only finite models will be considered. Notice, also, that there is a set
of initial states instead of a single one. Another point of departure from the modal case is the incorporation
of the atomic propositions into the model. Notice also that we restrict the number of accessibility relations
to one: this relation can be viewed as the union of all the action-representing accessibility relations. As is
customary in the temporal logic literature we will ignore these and focus on their union. Moreover, there
is no necessity for the states to be reachable by the initial states through the transition relation: since the
notion of satisfaction (defined below) is only local to the initial states, there is no danger of ‘referring’ to
unreachable states.
As previously, |M | will denote the cardinality of the state-space of M . The class of all such models will
be denoted by MFTSF , with FTSF standing for finite transition systems with fairness constrains. An infinite
sequence of states π = s0 s1 . . . is a path in a model M iff for all i ≥ 0, si , si+1 ∈ WM and si →M si+1 . The
i-th state in π is denoted by π i . For a path π in M , inf(π) ⊆ WM is the set of states π visits an infinite
number of times. A path π in M is fair iff for all P ∈ FM , inf(π) ∩ P 6= ∅. Essentially, a path is fair if it
visits all the fairness condition sets infinitely often.
Satisfaction of ACTL formulae is defined as follows.
Definition 7. Let M be a model and s ∈ WM a state. Satisfaction of an ACTL formula on s is defined
inductively:
• The usual definitions apply for satisfaction of an atomic proposition, a negated atomic proposition,
conjunctions and disjunctions.
• M, s |= AXφ if and only if, for all fair paths π in M that start at s, M, π 1 |= φ. The prefix AX corresponds
to the modal 2 with the difference that only the successors along fair paths are considered.
• M, s |= A(φUψ) if and only if, for every fair path π in M that starts at s, there is an i such that M, π i |= ψ
and for all j < i, M, π j |= φ. In other words, φ until ψ.
• M, s |= A(φRψ) if and only if for every fair path π in M that starts at s, for all i, M, π j 6|= φ for all
j < i, implies M, π i |= ψ. This is the dual of until in the sense that in full CTL it is the case that
A(φRψ) ↔ ¬A(¬φU¬ψ).
We will write M |= φ iff for all s ∈ SM , M, s |= φ (whether the modal or temporal satisfaction relation
is meant by |= will be made clear by the context). Accordingly, modFTSF (φ) = {M ∈ MFTSF | M |= φ}.
Similarly with modal logic, for any two formulae of ACTL, φ |= ψ means that for any model M ∈ MFTSF ,
M |= φ implies M |= ψ.
Next, the definition of fair simulation is presented. This concept was introduced in [GL94] where it was
called a homomorphism and is also known as ∃-simulation [HKR97].
Definition 8. Let A, B be models with AA ⊇ AB and α, β be states in A, B respectively. A relation
H ⊆ WA × WB is a fair simulation from (A, α) to (B, β) iff
1. (α, β) ∈ H,
2. For all a ∈ WA , b ∈ WB , (a, b) ∈ H implies
• vA (a) ∩ AB = vB (b),
• For every fair path π = a0 a1 . . . in A with a0 = a there exists a fair path π 0 = b0 b1 . . . in B with
b0 = b such that for every i, H(ai , bi ).
H is a fair simulation from A to B, denoted B ← A, iff for all α ∈ SA there is a β ∈ SB such that (α, β) ∈ H.
There are several differences with simulation, as seen in the previous section. Firstly, there may be initial
states in B that do not correspond to (initial) states in A, something not possible with simulation. Secondly,
there may be successors of a state a ∈ WA that do not belong to any fair path beginning at a. In that case,
these successors do not impose any restrictions in the refinements of A as they necessarily would in the case
of simulation.
ACTL consists purely of positive universal formulae. Therefore, fair simulation trivially implies languageinclusion, i.e. A ← B implies th(A) ⊆ th(B). The converse is true as well, since we are only considering finite
models.
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3. Minimal refinement of models of systems
In this section, we will make precise the notion of minimal refinement. Its exposition in the examples given
earlier is under-specified in that concepts such as behaviour, model and requirement have not been formally
defined. For the purposes of introduction, general definitions will be used to present the idea while specific
instances of this framework are formally developed fully in Sections 4 and 5.2.
Let ←⊆ M × M be a preorder on models that represents refinement. We will write M ← N when N
refines M , and M  N when M, N are refinement-equivalent. Then, the following ordering may be defined.
Definition 9. Let M, A, B be models. Then, A ≤M B iff
1. M ← A ← B or
2. M ← A but M 8 B or
3. A  B.
The aim of this ordering is to provide a measure of how ‘concrete’ is a refinement of a model: if A <M B
then A refines M and either B refines A (while the converse is not true), or B does not refine M . In the first
case A is a less ‘concrete’ refinement of M than B is. The same applies in the second case but in a trivial
sense.
One way of seeing this definition which might be appealing to some readers is to consider, for some M ,
the set of models MM = {N | M ← N }. Then we may write
≤M = ←|MM ∪ (MM × MM ) ∪ |MM
Here, overline denotes set complementation, and the vertical bar denotes restricting a relation to a subset
of the domain/range. As in the definition, ≤M is seen to consist of three components. The first component
indicates that ≤M coincides with refinement in MM (condition 1). If M 6← N then N becomes a maximal
element in ≤M (condition 2). Finally, on these maximal elements we only allow simulation equivalence (part
of condition 3, and equivalent to it in the context of condition 1).
It is not hard to see that this ordering is reflexive and transitive. As such, it is a preorder. Using ≤M ,
minimal refinement may now be defined in a formal way.
Definition 10. Let M be a model in M and φ ∈ L a formula. We define the minimal refinement operation
∗ as
M ∗ φ = min(mod(φ)),
≤M

i.e. the set of models in mod(φ) which are ≤M minimal. Note that ≤M is a preorder and that the minimisation
works in an identical fashion to minimising over a partial order.
This definition resembles a particular type of theory change known as update [KM92]: it is a point-wise
definition, i.e. the ordering is indexed by a model, in contrast with the case of belief revision, where the
index is an arbitrary theory [KM91].
Given such an operation, several questions arise. Generally, the existence of minimal elements within a
set with respect to an ordering is not guaranteed and, as such, it is not obvious that a minimal refinement
will yield any models. Therefore, before studying further a particular instantiation of this framework, the
conditions that guarantee the existence of minimal models must be investigated. In order to address this
issue, we employ a version of the notion of stopperedness, a concept known from the non-monotonic reasoning
literature, which is related to, but weaker than that of well-foundedness.
Definition 11. An ordering ≤ over M is stoppered over a collection of sets of models C ⊆ 2M iff for each
X ∈ C and any model A ∈ X there exists a model B ∈ X such that B ≤ A and B is ≤-minimal in X.
Not all pairs of model M and formula φ will yield interesting minimal refinements. For example, assume
that there is no model of φ that refines M . In that case ≤M will be flat inside mod(φ) in the sense that for
any two models A, B ∈ mod(φ), A ≤M B iff A  B. As a result, M ∗ φ = mod(φ). Obviously, finding a
general condition that will exclude degenerate cases such as this is very difficult given that crucial notions
such as the logic and the refinement relation are undefined at this stage. A significant category of such cases
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can be captured by the general condition presented above, that is, when there is no model of φ that refines
M . We call this case trivial and its negation, non-trivial:
Definition 12. Let M be a model in M and φ ∈ L a formula. We call M ∗ φ non-trivial iff there exists a
model N such that M ← N and N |= φ.
Thus, it is of interest to know the conditions that guarantee non-triviality of the results of the operation.
Suppose that we have designed a model M that we want to minimally refine with a new property φ.
Since it is not guaranteed that a model of φ that refines M exists, before applying minimal refinement we
would like to know whether M ∗ φ is trivial or not. Is there an algorithm that can compute this and under
which conditions?
Having secured the non-triviality of M ∗ φ and assuming stopperedness holds, the goal, of course, is
to compute the models that minimally refine M under φ. Intrinsic to this problem is the existence of an
algorithm that, given two models M and N and a formula φ, decides the minimality of N with respect to
M and φ, i.e. whether N ∈ M ∗ φ or not.
Finally, in some situations it is desirable to be able to answer conditional queries about the minimal
refinement. For example, we may want to know whether a given model M , when minimally refined by φ,
will entail a certain property ψ. This amounts to the existence of an algorithm for answering queries of the
form M ∗ φ |= ψ.

4. Minimal refinement in modal logic
4.1. Introduction
Imagine that for the purposes of model checking a microprocessor, a transition system has been constructed
that models, for example, the interface between the microprocessor (CPU) and the memory management
unit (MMU). One way to distinguish between the state transitions of the different sub-systems is to have
many transition relations in the model, one for each sub-system. Suppose further that an error has been
discovered in the model, such that a particular CPU transition is followed by an insufficient number of
‘wait-states’ before the MMU has reached an appropriate state of its own. Also, the model is considered to
be sufficient in other cases. It would be desirable to refine this model into another which does not contain
this problematic scenario, possibly by unfolding existing state-loops, while avoiding the addition of ‘new’
transition sequences. The framework presented in Section 3 could, then, be used for the automatic generation
of such a refinement.
In another scenario, suppose that in order to study mathematically (and possibly model check) a board
game of two players, we wish to construct a transition system that models all or some of the possible
evolutions of the game. This transition system would have two transition relations, a black and a white one,
each one corresponding to a player. Suppose that we are interested in studying the effect of adding a new
rule to the game, of the form “if the white player has captured the centre of the board, then the black player
must retreat by one square”. Since new game-state sequences should not be added by the incorporation of
this rule, what we are really looking for is a refinement of the model we started out with. Moreover, this
refinement should be minimal, as the addition of this rule should only exclude evolutions of the game that
are expressly forbidden.
In both of these cases, modal logic can be used to phrase the requirements presented. For example, in
the second one, a formula of the form CentreCapturedBy(white) → 2black Retreats(black ) is sufficient. More
generally, modal logic can be used as a simple specification language for processes. It provides the mechanisms
to describe what the state of a process is, what actions are possible and what actions are necessary from
that state. Indeed, modal logic can be seen as Hennessy-Milner logic [HM85] extended with propositional
operators and state-information.
In the universe of transition systems and modal logic, a behaviour of a model is a computation tree.
If refinement is seen as containment of behaviours, then the appropriate concept in this case is simulation
[Mil71, BFG+ 91]. This is the notion of refinement with which we will instantiate the ordering ≤M and
minimal refinement in this section.
Our main interest is in the applications of minimal refinement; therefore, and especially in the context
of model checking, the class of finite models is central to this work due to the fact that finite-state processes
can be described in a straightforward way as finite models. However, a detour will be taken through another
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class of models, before the discussion of the finite case. This class, the modally-saturated models (referred
to as m-saturated from now on) is not a class that directly lends itself to practical uses of modal logic, since
it includes infinite and uncountable models, and only imposes modest restrictions on its members. On the
other hand, since it combines productively with the notion of the ultrafilter construction (more on which
will follow), it will provide us with a set of results that will serve as tools for approaching the finite case.
Moreover, it possesses the following properties [Hol95]:
• It subsumes the class of image-finite models (and hence the finite ones).
• It has the Hennessy-Milner property. (A class of models has the Hennessy-Milner property whenever for
every pair of its models, they are bisimilar if and only if they are logically equivalent.)
• It is maximal in the sense that no proper superclass of it has the Hennessy-Milner property.
• It has also been used to provide semantics for simple process algebras.
The outline of this section is as follows. Firstly, the definition of minimal refinement is examined in
the modal case, and examples motivate the related questions, in Section 4.2. Then, minimal refinement
is examined in the case of m-saturated models in Section 4.3, where the questions of non-triviality and
stopperedness are addressed. The case of minimal refinement of finite models is investigated in Section 4.4,
where the results on stopperedness, non-triviality and decidability of several problems are discussed. Finally,
related work is discussed in Section 4.5.

4.2. Minimal refinement in the modal case
In modal logic, we will define refinement as simulation (see Definition 3). As before, we define ≤M to measure
the degree of refinement of M (Definition 9), as follows. Let M , A and B be models. Then, A ≤M B if
1. M ← A ← B or
2. M ← A but M 8 B or
3. A  B,
where ← means simulation.
Notice that the definition of minimal refinement,
M ∗ φ = min(mod(φ))
≤M

is essentially parameterised over two dimensions here. Firstly, there are two meanings for the mod operator,
the local and the global, as defined in Section 2.2. Secondly, since we are going to be concerned with several
classes of models, the mod operation will range over the appropriate class. We will add some notation to
make these issues clear. The ∗ symbol and the mod operator will be subscripted with the class of models
in question. In addition, the superscript G when it is present will indicate that only the models that satisfy
globally the given property are to be considered. Finally, the notation [G] will indicate that the result under
discussion applies to both the local and the global case. So, for example, modG
M (φ) signifies the sub-class of
models in the class M that satisfy φ on all of their states.
Therefore, for some class of models M we have:
M ∗M T = min (modM (T ))
≤M

and its global version


G
M ∗G
T
=
min
mod
(T
)
.
M
M
≤M

Accordingly, stopperedness has to be parameterised over local/global satisfaction. Definition 11 says that
an ordering ≤ over M is stoppered over a collection of sets of models C ⊆ 2M iff, for each X ∈ C and any
model A ∈ X, there exists a model B ∈ X such that B ≤ A and B is ≤-minimal in X. The collection of sets
C will eventually be defined as the collection of sets of models of some sentence or some set of sentences. As
such, these collections will again be ultimately parameterised over global/local satisfaction. Further details
will follow in the specific cases.
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Figure 1. E, an example Kripke model.
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Figure 2. The model E (leftmost), and a chain of models that refine E and satisfy 22¬p.
The questions described in Section 3 will now be reviewed in the modal case. Firstly, observe the model
E in Figure 1. It essentially represents a system that starts from a p state (the diamond shape indicates
the starting state) and which will execute one or more transitions, the result of which is a ¬p state, before
returning to the p state.
The importance of the question of non-triviality is easily demonstrated: suppose we wanted to compute
E ∗K 3p (note that this is the local version referring to the satisfaction of formulae at the initial state, over
all Kripke models). It should be clear that a model that refines E and satisfies 3p does not exist, and as
such, E ∗K 3p = modK (3p). The conditions under which this does not happen are thus of interest to us.
Suppose, instead, that we would like to compute E ∗FIN 22¬p, where FIN denotes the class of finite
Kripke models. In this case, it is easy to show that finite models that refine E and satisfy 22¬p indeed exist,
as it can be seen in Figure 2. All the models shown in Figure 2 except for E, the leftmost, satisfy 22¬p on
their initial states. Moreover, they form a chain, i.e. a set of models ordered totally by simulation (the dashed
lines indicate the simulation relations). It is obvious that there exists an infinite number of finite models
that are in between the leftmost model and the second one in terms of simulations, that satisfy 22¬p and
are progressively smaller with respect to the ordering ≤E .
Therefore, the question of stopperedness is important as a guarantee for the existence of minimal models.
In this case it would guarantee that there exists a finite model M such that E ← M (M refines E),
M |= 22¬p (M satisfies the given property), and for any model N such that E ← N ← M and N |= 22¬p,
then M ← N .
In fact, in this example, it is easy to find such a model and, moreover, one that is indeed the minimum
of modFIN (22¬p) with respect to ≤E . This minimum model can be seen in Figure 3.
We will give an informal proof of the minimality of M . Observe Figure 4. The fact we are trying to prove
is, essentially, that if there exists a model N with all the requirements, and is lower or equal to M then it is
equal. More formally, if N |= 22¬p and E ← N ← M then N → M . A candidate model for N is shown in
the middle of Figure 4 (for the purposes of readability some of the arrows of the simulation relations have
been omitted).

p

¬p

¬p

p

Figure 3. M , the minimum of modFIN (22¬p) with respect to ≤E .
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¬p

p
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2: ¬p

3: p

Figure 4. E, M and a candidate model N for modFIN (22¬p), E ← N ← M and N 9 M .
First, observe that N must have a p-starting state, due to the fact that N ← M . From the same fact it
follows that the starting state of N must have at least one ¬p-successor. Similarly, from E ← N it follows
that rN cannot have a p-successor. Also, because of the requirement N |= 22¬p, there cannot be any states
in N with distance 2 from rN that have p. Therefore, N must look like what is shown in Figure 4 (modulo
simulation equivalence).
Proving that M is the minimum model requires, essentially, the construction of a simulation from N to
M . We will briefly define one such relation and argue that it is a simulation. The state rN will of course be
mapped to rM . The level-1 and level-2 successors of N will be mapped to states 1 and 2 of M , respectively.
For the remaining states, the mapping is defined according to the valuation: a ¬p-state of N will be mapped
to state 2 and a p-state of N to state 3. The mapping of the ¬p states is trivially adequate, since state
2 has both ¬p- and p-successors. The mapping of the p-state is slightly trickier in that state 3 has only a
¬p-successor. However, from the requirement that E ← N follows that a p-state can only transition to a
¬p-state. Therefore, the defined relation is a simulation and as such M is the minimum.
This example is obviously a very simple one. We would like to be able to guarantee the existence of
minimal models and be able to compute them, without recourse to a proof for each individual case. Therefore,
it would be interesting to investigate the decidability of the problem of finding minimal models, as well as
of reasoning about them.

4.3. m-Saturated models
Minimal refinement from the perspective of m-saturated models, ∗MSAT , will be discussed in this section. We
will start with the definition of a few auxiliary notions and then proceed to address the issues of non-triviality
and stopperedness.
In the following we will use the ultrafilter extension of a model. The internals of the construction are not
relevant here, apart from two of its properties:
• the ultrafilter extension of a model M is another model ue(M ) that is logically equivalent to M and,
• ue(M ) is m-saturated.
Accounts of the construction appear in many places, e.g. [BdRV01].
A set of sentences T is called complete if for every sentence φ ∈ LK , either T ` φ or T ` ¬φ. It is easy
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to see that if T is complete and consistent then there exists a model M such that th(M ) = T . But what
happens when we restrict to the language of positive universal formulae? The following definition and lemma
establish a criterion.
Definition 13. Let T be a set of sentences.
• T is closed under taking disjuncts iff whenever φ ∨ ψ ∈ T then φ ∈ T or ψ ∈ T .
• T is closed under LPU -consequence iff whenever T ` φ and φ ∈ LPU then φ ∈ T .
Lemma 3. Let P ⊆ LPU . There exists a model M such that P = PU(M ) if and only if P is consistent,
closed under LPU -consequence and taking disjuncts.
Proof. The left-to-right direction is trivial. Right-to-left: for a model M to have exactly P as its set of PU
formulae, it must satisfy P and falsify its complement with respect to LPU . In other words, there exists such
a model iff P, P c 6` ⊥. Assume the contrary. Then there exist formulae φ, ψ1 , . . . , ψn such that φ ∈ P (note
that P is closed under conjunction), ¬ψi ∈ P c and φ, ¬ψ1 , . . . , ¬ψn ` ⊥. But then, φ ` ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψn and
since P is closed under LPU -consequence, ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψn ∈ P . The set P is also closed under taking disjuncts
so there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that ψj ∈ P which is a contradiction because ψj ∈ P c .
We may now turn to the first question about minimal refinement in MSAT, non-triviality.
Lemma 4. Let M be an m-saturated model and T a set of sentences. Then,
• there exists an m-saturated model N such that M ← N and N |= T iff PU(M ) ∪ T 6` ⊥.
• there exists an m-saturated model N such that M ← N and N |=G T iff PU(M ) ∪ 2∗ T 6` ⊥.
Proof. We consider the local case first. Left-to-right: Since M ← N it follows from Lemma 1 that PU(M ) ⊆
PU(N ). Thus N is a model of both T and PU(M ).
Right-to-left: Let N be a model of PU(M ) ∪ T . Then, PU(M ) ⊆ PU(N ). Since N may not be msaturated, we take the ultrafilter-extension of N , ue(N ) which is logically equivalent to N (and as such a
model of PU(M ) ∪ T ) and m-saturated. It follows that T ⊆ th(ue(N )) and that PU(M ) ⊆ PU(ue(N )). As
M is m-saturated it follows from Lemma 2 that M ← ue(N ).
It is easy to see that the condition of non-triviality for the global case follows easily from the local one
∗
in view of the observation that modG
MSAT (T ) = modMSAT (2 T ).
The following lemma and theorem concern stopperedness of the ordering over the class of m-saturated
models. Lemma 5 enables us to apply Zorn’s lemma by proving that, for any chain (a totally-ordered set of
models), a suitable lower bound can be found, and indeed, the infimum.
Lemma 5. Let M be an m-saturated model and T a consistent set of sentences of which M is not a model.
Let C ⊆ modMSAT (T ) be a non-empty chain with respect to ≤M where all of its members are simulated by
M . Then there exists an m-saturated model of T which is the infimum of C (modulo simulation-equivalence).
T
Proof. Define P = N ∈C PU(N ). We will prove that there exists a model L with PU(L) = P which satisfies
T . Since any model N in the chain is simulated by M , PU(M ) ⊆ PU(N ) and therefore PU(M ) ⊆ P . Also,
for any two models N, N 0 ∈ C it will be the case that PU(N ) ⊆ PU(N 0 ) or PU(N 0 ) ⊆ PU(N ). The set
P is obviously consistent as a subset of consistent sets. Also, it is easy to check that P is closed under
LPU -consequence.
We now prove that P is closed under taking disjuncts. Assume φ∨ψ ∈ P . Then, for all N ∈ C, N |= φ∨ψ.
If all the models in C satisfy φ (or, respectively, ψ) then we are done, so assume that there exists a pair of
models N, N 0 ∈ C such that N |= φ ∧ ¬ψ and N 0 |= ¬φ ∧ ψ. But this contradicts the fact mentioned above,
that PU(N ) ⊆ PU(N 0 ) or PU(N 0 ) ⊆ PU(N ). Hence P is closed under taking disjuncts.
From Lemma 3 it follows that P ∪ P c is consistent. Assume that P, P c , T ` ⊥. Then there exist formulae
¬φ1 , . . . , ¬φn ∈ P c such that P, T, ¬φ1 , . . . , ¬φn ` ⊥ or equivalently P, T ` φ1 ∨. . . ∨φn . Thus, for all N ∈ C,
N |= φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn , hence φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn ∈ PU(N ) and therefore φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φn ∈ P . As P is closed under
taking disjuncts there is one disjunct φj such that φj ∈ P , which is a contradiction. Thus there is a model
L of P ∪ P c ∪ T . The model L need not be m-saturated, but its ultrafilter extension ue(L) is, and as it is
logically equivalent to L it will satisfy P ∪ P c ∪ T too.
By the definition of P we have that for all N ∈ C, PU(ue(L)) ⊆ PU(N ). Thus, by Lemma 2 we obtain
ue(L) ← N . Also, PU(M ) ⊆ PU(ue(L)) which implies that M ← ue(L). So, ue(L) is a lower bound of C
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T
with respect to ≤M . In addition, for any other lower bound L0 of C, it follows that PU(L0 ) ⊆ N ∈C PU(N ),
or in other words, PU(L0 ) ⊆ PU(ue(L)), or, through Lemma 2, L0 ← ue(L). Consequently, L0 ≤M ue(L) and
thus that ue(L) is the infimum of C (modulo similarity).
In Theorems 6 and 10 we prove stopperedness for the classes of m-saturated and finite models, respectively.
The application of Zorn’s lemma is a crucial part of such proofs. Since stopperedness concerns a slightly
different set of conditions than the conclusion of Zorn’s lemma, we provide and use an equivalent form of
Zorn’s lemma (Lemma 21), the proof of which can be found in the appendix.
In relation to stopperedness, we will consider two collections of sets of m-saturated models,
T
• CMSAT
= {modMSAT (S) | S ⊆ LK }
o
n
GT
• CMSAT
= modG
MSAT (S) S ⊆ LK

corresponding to local and global satisfaction respectively (T indicates that we consider sets of sentences
instead of formulae). We can now turn to the question of stopperedness for MSAT.
Theorem 6. Let M be an m-saturated model and T a set of sentences. The ordering ≤M is stoppered over
T
GT
both CMSAT
and CMSAT
.
T
Proof. Firstly, we consider CMSAT
. Let T be a set of sentences. If T ⊆ th(M ) then M is a minimum with
respect to ≤M in modMSAT (T ), as well as any other m-saturated model N of T such that M  N . It follows
that for any m-saturated model N of T there is an m-saturated model of T , i.e. M , which is minimal and
M ≤M N .
In the case where M ∈
/ modMSAT (T ), it may or may not be that PU(M ) ∪ T is consistent. If not, then
by applying Lemma 4 it follows that there are no models in modMSAT (T ) that are simulated by M . Hence,
only the third clause of the definition of ≤M can ever apply, rendering all (simulation-distinct) models in
modMSAT (T ) incomparable. In this case, for any model N ∈ modMSAT (T ) there is a model N 0 (namely N
itself) such that N 0 ≤M N , where N 0 is minimal.
Thus, we assume that PU(M ) ∪ T is consistent. Because of the second clause of the definition of the
ordering, it is easy to see that in this case the set of minimal elements will be a subset of modMSAT (PU(M ) ∪
T ). Therefore we restrict our attention to the models in modMSAT (PU(M ) ∪ T ) which, by virtue of Lemma 4,
are all simulated by M .
Then, for any non-empty chain C in modMSAT (PU(M ) ∪ T ) Lemma 5 applies, yielding a lower bound
of C within modMSAT (PU(M ) ∪ T ). Therefore by Zorn’s lemma, for any model N ∈ modMSAT (T ) there
exists another model N 0 ∈ modMSAT (T ) such that N 0 is minimal and N 0 ≤M N . Thus ≤M is stoppered over
T
CMSAT
.
∗
GT
we need only observe that since modG
For the case of CMSAT
MSAT (T ) = modMSAT (2 T ), stopperedness
T
GT
over CMSAT is reduced to stopperedness over CMSAT .

To summarise the set of results on m-saturated models,
[G]

• For any set of modal sentences T and an m-saturated model M , the minimal refinement M ∗MSAT T is
non-trivial (in the sense that the third clause of Definition 9 for ≤M is not the only one that applies
[G]
within modMSAT (T )), if and only if the set PU(M ) ∪ T is consistent, in the local case, or PU(M ) ∪ 2∗ T
in the global case.
• For any m-saturated model M and any set of sentences T ,


[G]
[G]
M ∗MSAT T = min modMSAT (T ) 6= ∅.
≤M

This set of results will form the basis of the corresponding ones in the finite case. This will, in general, be
achieved by exploiting the fact that finite models are m-saturated, and then by constructing finite models
that lie ‘below’ (in terms of ≤M ) the m-saturated ones provided by Lemma 4 and Theorem 6.

4.4. Finite models
We will now turn to the treatment of minimal refinement in the finite case. As already mentioned, the class
of all finite Kripke models will be denoted by FIN.
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Let M be a model and s, t states in M . A path from s to t is a finite sequence of states of M such that
the first state is s, the last is t and for any pair of states si , si+1 in the sequence, there exists a j such that
j
(si , si+1 ) ∈ RM
. The depth of a state s is defined as the minimum length of a path from the root to s if such
a path exists, otherwise as ω. A state s is said to have in-degree one whenever it has a unique ancestor with
respect to the union of all accessibility relations in M . A model M will be called smooth iff every state in
WM apart from the root has in-degree one and finite depth. For every model M there is a smooth one M s ,
known also as the unfolding of M , such that M ∼ M s . The proof of this result as well as of a general version
of the following lemma can be found in [dR95]. This lemma will allow us, in what follows, to concentrate on
functional simulations instead of arbitrary ones.
Lemma 7. Let N and M be models such that N is smooth, M is m-saturated and M ← N . Then there
exists a functional simulation from N to M .
Proof. We will define a function S : WN → WM and prove by induction that for any t ∈ WN , PE(t) ⊆
PE(S(t)) (S can then be proved to be a simulation in a manner identical to the one presented in Lemma 2.)
We set S(rN ) = rM . Since M ← N it follows from Lemma 1 that PU(M ) ⊆ PU(N ) and thus PU(S(rN )) ⊆
PU(rN ), or PE(rN ) ⊆ PE(S(rN )).
Assume that S has been defined for all states in N of depth up to n−1 and let t ∈ WN be a state of depth
i
n. Since N is smooth, t has a uniquely defined ancestor t0 with respect to some relation RN
. By the inductive
V
0
0
hypothesis, PE(t )V⊆ PE(S(t )). So, for any finite set of PE sentences F ⊆ V
PE(t), it follows that t0 |= 3i F ,
0
0
i
hence S(t ) |= 3i F , and as such, there exists a u ∈ WM such that u |= F and (S(t ), u) ∈ RM . In other
i
words, PE(t) is finitely satisfiable on the RM
-successors of S(t0 ) which through the m-saturation of M gives
i
us that PE(t) is satisfiable at a RM -successor u0 . We set S(t) = u0 and this completes the proof.
As explained in the end of the previous section, we plan to use the results on m-saturated models as a
basis for the corresponding ones in the finite case. This, in general, boils down to the following scenario:
[G]
given a finite model M and a sentence φ ∈ LK , we are interested in some property of M ∗FIN φ. Since
M is a finite model, it is also an m-saturated one, allowing us to apply one of the results of Section 4.3,
yielding an m-saturated model N such that M ← N and N |=[G] φ. All that is needed in order to obtain the
corresponding result in the finite case is to construct a finite model L such that M ← L ← N and L |=[G] φ.
The following definition and lemma will give us exactly such a tool.
Definition 14. Let Σ be a set of sentences such that A ⊆ Σ, M a model and E an equivalence relation on
WM .
1. Σ is subformula-closed iff for every φ, ψ,
• ¬φ ∈ Σ implies φ ∈ Σ,
• φ ∧ ψ ∈ Σ implies φ ∈ Σ and ψ ∈ Σ and
• 3i φ ∈ Σ implies φ ∈ Σ, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
(in the unabbreviated language). The set of subformulae of a formula φ will be the smallest set of formulae
that contains φ and is closed under subformulae.
2. We define an equivalence relation ≡Σ,E on WM as follows.
s ≡Σ,E t iff

(∀φ ∈ Σ, s |= φ ⇔ t |= φ) ∧ (s, t) ∈ E.

We denote the ≡Σ,E -equivalence class of s by [s].
3. We define a model Mf as follows:
• WMf = {[s] | s ∈ WM }.
• rMf = [rM ].
i
• For all s, t ∈ WM , ([s], [t]) ∈ RM
if there exist states s0 , t0 ∈ WM such that s0 ∈ [s], t0 ∈ [t] and
f
0 0
i
(s , t ) ∈ RM .
• p ∈ vMf ([s]) iff p ∈ vM (s) for all p ∈ A.
It is not hard to see that if Σ is subformula-closed then the model Mf defined above is a slightly modified
filtration of M (see, e.g. [Che80, BdRV01]). As such, it has similar properties to a filtration:
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• Let n be the number of E-equivalence classes in M . If n and |Σ| are finite, then Mf is finite and
|Mf | ≤ 2|Σ| · n.
• For all formulae ψ ∈ Σ and states s ∈ WM , M, s |= ψ iff Mf , [s] |= ψ.
Lemma 8. Let M be a finite model, L a possibly infinite model such that M ← L and φ a formula.
Then there exists a finite model N such that M ← N ← L and that N |=[G] φ iff L |=[G] φ. Moreover,
|N | ≤ 2|φ|+2·|A| · |M |.
Proof. Define Σ as the set of subformulae of φ unioned with the set of atomic propositions A, along with
its atoms negated A. Let K = Ls be the smooth counterpart of L. Since L ∼ K and M ← L it follows
that M ← K (the composition of a bisimulation and a simulation yields a simulation). Moreover, since M
is finite it is also m-saturated, thus Lemma 7 applies, giving us a functional simulation S between K and
M . By S(t) we denote the (unique) state t0 ∈ WM such that (t, t0 ) ∈ S for some state t ∈ WK . Using S we
define an equivalence relation E on WK as
(s, t) ∈ E

iff s, t ∈ WK

and S(s) = S(t).

Using K, Σ and E we define N = Kf and the associated [·] mapping. Thus, it follows that
• Σ is finite by definition and has a size of at most |φ| + 2 · |A|. Since S maps K into M , a finite model,
the number of E-equivalence classes must be finite and at most |M |. Therefore, N is finite and |N | ≤
2|φ|+2·|A| · |M |.
• N is a filtration of K and as such the usual properties hold, i.e. N |=[G] φ iff K |=[G] φ iff L |=[G] φ (for
the global case, note that [·] is surjective on WN ).
We now prove that the necessary simulations exist between M, N, L.
N ← L: We first prove that N ← K. Since L ∼ K it then follows that N ← L as well. Define a relation
Q ⊆ WK × WN such that
(s, t) ∈ Q iff

t = [s].

Essentially, Q is an embedding of K in N . We prove that Q is a simulation:
• Obviously, (rK , rN ) ∈ Q since rN = [rK ].
• Also, (s, [s]) ∈ Q implies vK (s) = vN ([s]) by the definition of vK and from the fact that Σ contains
all the propositional letters.
i
i
-successor of [s] that is the image of t, namely [t].
then by definition there is an RN
• If (s, t) ∈ RK
M ← N : Define a relation U ⊆ WN × WM as
(t, u) ∈ U

iff

∃s ∈ WK

such that

[s] = t ∧ S(s) = u.

We prove that U is a simulation.
• By definition, [rK ] = rN . Since S is a simulation, S(rK ) = rM . Thus, (rN , rM ) ∈ U .
• Suppose that (t, u) ∈ S. Thus, there exists a state s in K such that [s] = t, therefore vK (s) = vN (t)
given that A ∪ A ⊆ Σ. Moreover, S(s) = u, thus vK (s) = vM (u). Therefore, vN (t) = vM (u).
i
• Assume that (t1 , t2 ) ∈ RN
. That means that there exist two states s1 , s2 in K such that [s1 ] = t1 , [s2 ] =
i
i
t2 and (s1 , s2 ) ∈ RK . As such, since S is a simulation, (S(s1 ), S(s2 )) ∈ RM
. Thus, (t1 , S(s1 )) ∈ U
and (t2 , S(s2 )) ∈ U .
With the help of this result we may approach the questions on minimal refinement in the finite case. We
start from non-triviality.
Lemma 9. Let φ be a formula and M a finite model. Then,
• there exists a finite model N such that N |= φ and M ← N iff PU(M ), φ 6` ⊥.
• there exists a finite model N such that N |=G φ and M ← N iff PU(M ) ∪ 2∗ φ 6` ⊥.
Moreover, it is decidable whether such a model exists.
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Proof. Left-to-right: In the local case, N |= φ. Since M ← N , it follows that PU(M ) ⊆ PU(N ) so it cannot
possibly be the case that PU(M ) is inconsistent with φ. The global case follows similarly by observing that
N |=G φ iff N |= 2∗ φ.
Right-to-left: We address the local and global case simultaneously. Since PU(M )∪φ is consistent (PU(M )∪
2∗ φ), from Lemma 4 it follows that there exists an m-saturated model N 0 such that N 0 |= φ (N 0 |= 2∗ φ or
equivalently N 0 |=G φ), and M ← N 0 . But then, by Lemma 8 there exists a finite model N |= φ (N |=G φ)
such that M ← N ← N 0 and |N | ≤ |M | · 2|φ|+|A| .
Since the size of N is bounded we can enumerate all the models that satisfy (globally satisfy) φ with up
to |M | · 2|φ|+|A| states and check whether any of these is simulated by M . Thus the problem is decidable.
As with m-saturated models, we will again consider two collections of sets of finite models for stopperedness:
φ
• CFIN
= {modFIN (φ) | φ ∈ LK }
o
n
Gφ
φ
∈
L
• CFIN = modG
(φ)
K
FIN

We will address the issue of stopperedness for FIN for these two classes.
φ
Gφ
Theorem 10. Let M be a finite model. The ordering ≤M is stoppered over CFIN
and CFIN
.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6, it is easy to check that when M |=[G] φ or PU(M ), φ ` ⊥ (PU(M ) ∪
[G]

[G]

2∗ φ ` ⊥) then for any model N ∈ modFIN (φ) there exists a model N 0 ∈ modFIN (φ) such that N 0 ≤M N
and N 0 is minimal. So we assume that M 6|=[G] φ, that PU(M ), φ 6` ⊥ (PU(M ) ∪ 2∗ φ 6` ⊥) and restrict our
attention to the models in modFIN (PU(M ) ∪ {φ}) (modFIN (PU(M ) ∪ 2∗ φ)).
Let C ⊆ modFIN (PU(M )∪{φ}) (C ⊆ modFIN (PU(M )∪2∗ φ)) be a chain with respect to ≤M . Since finite
models are m-saturated, from Theorem 5 we obtain that there is an m-saturated model L which satisfies
PU(M ) ∪ {φ} (PU(M ) ∪ 2∗ φ) and is a lower bound of C with respect to ≤M . But then, by Lemma 8, there
is a finite model N such that N |=[G] φ and M ← N ← L. Therefore, N is a lower bound of C and by
applying Zorn’s lemma we obtain stopperedness for the class of finite models.
We continue with a set of decidability results concerning the finite case. Firstly we prove that checking
[G]
whether a specific model N is minimal with respect to a model M and φ, i.e. whether N ∈ M ∗FIN φ, is
decidable.
Lemma 11. Let M, N be finite models and φ a sentence. There is an effective procedure for deciding
[G]
N ∈ M ∗FIN φ.
[G]

Proof. We first test for non-triviality via Lemma 9. If M ∗FIN φ is trivial then we check whether N |=[G] φ.
In this case, N is minimal iff N |=[G] φ.
[G]

Thus, we assume that M ∗FIN φ is non-trivial. Then, we check whether M ← N . If not, then surely N is
[G]
not minimal. So, we assume that M ← N . Now, N is minimal iff there is no other model N 0 ∈ modFIN (φ)
[G]
such that N 0 <M N . Assume N is not minimal. Then there exists N 0 ∈ modFIN (φ) such that M ← N 0 ← N
but N 0 9 N (by the definition of the ordering and the assumption that M ← N it follows that if there
exists N 0 <M N , it will have to be due to the first clause of the definition). By applying Lemma 8 to the
[G]
pair of models M, N 0 it follows that there exists a model N 00 ∈ modFIN (φ) such that M ← N 00 ← N 0 and
00
thus, N 9 N . Therefore, N is not minimal iff there exists a model N 00 of φ which is strictly smaller than
N with respect to ≤M and it has at most |M | · 2|φ|+|A| states.
Consequently, given N, M and φ, we can enumerate all the models that satisfy φ (globally satisfy) and
have up to |M | · 2|φ|+|A| states, of which there is a finite number. For each model L we check the simulations
[G]
M ← L, L ← N , L 9 N . There exists such a model iff N ∈
/ M ∗FIN φ.
[G]

The next theorem characterises the structure of M ∗FIN φ with respect to the ordering. It asserts that
[G]
each ≤M -equivalence class of models in M ∗FIN φ contains a representative model of bounded size.
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[G]

Theorem 12. Let M be a finite model and φ a formula such that M ∗FIN φ is non-trivial. Then, there is a
[G]
[G]
[G]
finite, computable set of finite models ∆M,φ ⊆ M ∗FIN φ with the property that for any model N ∈ M ∗FIN φ
0
there is a model N such that
[G]

• N 0 ∈ ∆M,φ ,
• N  N 0 and
• |N 0 | ≤ |M | · 2|φ|+|A| .
[G]

Proof. Let N ∈ M ∗FIN φ. The application of Lemma 8 gives us a model N 0 of φ such that M ← N 0 ← N
[G]
and |N 0 | ≤ |M | · 2|φ|+|A| . But since N is minimal, it follows that N  N 0 . Thus ∆M,φ can be computed by
enumerating the finite models of φ that have at most |M | · 2|φ|+|A| states and checking them for minimality
via Lemma 11.
[G]

A corollary of the above is that if for some finite model M and a formula φ, M ∗FIN φ is non-trivial, then
[G]
the number of simulation-equivalence classes of finite models that constitute M ∗FIN φ is finite. We will now
examine the decidability of reasoning about the results of the operation.
[G]

Theorem 13. Assume that M ∗FIN φ is non-trivial. Let ψ be a formula in LPU ∪ LPE . Then, there is
[G]
an effective procedure for deciding M ∗FIN φ |=[G] ψ (the global and local cases can be combined, i.e.
M ∗FIN φ |=G ψ).
[G]

Proof. Consider the partitioning of M ∗FIN φ by simulation-equivalence: in view of the previous result, there
[G]
[G]
is a (finite) number of simulation-equivalence classes of finite models in M ∗FIN φ. Let E ⊆ M ∗FIN φ be
such an equivalence class. For any two models N1 , N2 ∈ E it holds that PU(N1 ) = PU(N2 ) and equivalently
[G]
PE(N1 ) = PE(N2 ). In other words, the problem of checking whether all models in M ∗FIN φ satisfy ψ
(locally/globally), where ψ ∈ LPU ∪ LPE , reduces to checking whether for every simulation-equivalence class
[G]
[G]
E in M ∗FIN φ, there is a model N ∈ E such that N |=[G] ψ. But ∆M,φ contains at least one model from
[G]

[G]

each such equivalence class, so the problem is further reduced to whether ∆M,φ |=[G] ψ or not. Since ∆M,φ is
finite and computable, and the problem of checking (global/local) satisfaction of a formula on a finite model
is decidable, the overall problem is also decidable.
Indeed, it is easy to see that the query language can be any language that is preserved under simulationequivalence, e.g. ACTL.

4.5. Related work
Van der Meyden, in [Mey91], describes a framework designed to support artificial intelligence models of
legal reasoning. Specifically, a logic for deontic action specification is developed, and proved to be complete
with respect to the semantics presented therein. This logic is related to the framework presented here in
that a process of minimisation is central to the model theory of the language, and that part of the ordering
relevant to this minimisation is simulation. However, the approaches still differ significantly. Firstly, the
work presented here is geared towards reasoning about specifications and processes rather than a framework
designed for AI reasoning. Secondly, van der Meyden’s work is closer to logic programming than this research,
in that the minimisation is employed to provide unique models of theories (minima), rather than to perform
changes to a theory or a model. Indeed, van der Meyden’s effort is concentrated in ensuring the completeness
of the proof theory with which derivation can be performed, rather than using the models as possible
representations of systems. Lastly, the language considered is a clausal one, i.e. one that only allows reasoning
about rules that contain negation only in their heads, and not in their bodies.
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5. Minimal refinement in temporal logic
5.1. Introduction
Modal logic is a basic language for expressing specifications and describing processes. However, it is limited
in what kinds of specifications it can express. For example, consider the case whereby a designer wants
to minimally refine a system by a property of the form ‘in all possible states of the system, if the atomic
variable Request is true then eventually RequestGranted becomes true’. This property dictates that for every
state s that satisfies Request, there is a finite path i starting at s and ending at a state t, such that
t |= RequestGranted. It is easy to see that a modal formula φ cannot express such a property as it can only
impose restrictions on states whose distance from s is at most as great as the nesting depth of the modalities
in φ; since that depth is finite, restrictions on states whose distance from s is greater than that depth cannot
be enforced and therefore an artificial bound is put on the time the variable RequestGranted is satisfied.
To address this lack of expressiveness we will instantiate the framework of minimal refinement for a
temporal logic. We chose the logic ACTL [GL94], a fragment of CTL [CES86], a branching-time temporal
logic well-known for its use in model checking. ACTL is a definite improvement on modal logic, since it
provides temporal operators such as until and eventually. It is also incomparable with modal logic, since it
is only universally quantified; for example, the modal property ‘there is a next state that makes the atomic
variable p true’ cannot be expressed in ACTL. Finally, ACTL is an expressive language that is preserved by
(fair) simulation, a fact that leads to a set of results on minimal refinement obtained in a straightforward
way.
In the following we will also do away with the distinction between local and global minimal refinement;
a formula of the form globally-φ (AGφ) immediately implies the satisfaction of φ on all of the (reachable)
states of a model, rendering unnecessary the existence of two versions of the operation.
The outline of this section is as follows. Minimal refinement with ACTL as the object language and transition systems with fairness constraints is examined in Section 5.2. The issues of non-triviality, stopperedness
and decidability are discussed in the same section. Finally, an implementation is developed and a case study
examined in Section 5.3.

5.2. Minimal refinement in the temporal case
In this section, fair simulation is used to instantiate the notion of refinement. Thus, the ordering ≤M will
now be understood to involve fair simulations where it makes use of refinements (←). The operation of
minimal refinement in this context is
M ∗FTSF φ = min(modFTSF (φ))
≤M

where M ∈ MFTSF and φ ∈ LACTL .
Of course, the problem of triviality applies in this case too. It is easy to see that if a ACTL formula
does not force an inconsistent initial state (e.g. a formula like p ∧ ¬p), then it has a very simple model:
one that only contains a few initial states and no transitions at all. It is also easy to verify that such a
model refines any other model that is compatible with it, in terms of its valuation of its initial states (note
that such a model satisfies almost all ACTL formulae: the ones it does not are of the form φp ∧ ψ where
φp is a propositional formula which is false on its initial states). The next lemma formalises this intuition,
which incidentally demonstrates that in the context of ACTL, non-triviality is a less interesting issue. For
the purposes of the next lemma, a formula that is formed by propositional atoms in some set A, and the
connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, will be called a propositional formula on A.
Lemma 14. Let M be a model in FTSF and φ a satisfiable formula of ACTL. The minimal refinement
M ∗FTSF φ is non-trivial iff there exists a state s ∈ SM such that for any propositional formula ψ on AM ,
φ |= ψ implies that M, s |= ψ.
Proof. Left-to-right: Assume that M ∗FTSF φ is non-trivial; then, there exists a model N such that N |= φ
and M ← N . So, pick any state t ∈ SN and its image s ∈ SM under the witnessing fair simulation for
M ← N . Also, pick any propositional formula ψ on AM , which by the fact that AM ⊆ AN (by Definition 8
and M ← N ), is a propositional formula on AN . If φ |= ψ then N |= ψ (because N |= φ), i.e., for all states
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t0 ∈ SN , N, t0 |= ψ and therefore N, t |= ψ. But ψ is also a ACTL formula, and as such, it is preserved by
fair simulation. Therefore, M, s |= ψ.
Right-to-left: Given s ∈ SM with the required assumptions, define a model N such that WN = SN = {t},
RN = FN = ∅, AN = AM and vN (t) = vM (s). It is easy to see that, trivially, M ← N . Now, assume that
N, t 6|= φ. Because of the absence of any fair path in N starting at T , it must be that the valuation of t is
the one that falsifies φ, something contradictory with the assumption.
We will proceed with a few lemmas that will form the basis for the rest of the results on ∗FTSF . The
definition of the synchronous product of two models in MFTSF follows, and is similar to the natural one,
plus the item that defines the fairness constraints.
Definition 15. Given two models A, B define the synchronous product A × B to be a model with the
following parts.
•
•
•
•
•
•

WA×B = {(a, b) | a ∈ WA , b ∈ WB , vA (a) ∩ AB = vB (b) ∩ AA },
SA×B = (SA × SB ) ∩ WA×B ,
AA×B = AA ∪ AB ,
vA×B ((a, b)) = vA (a) ∪ vB (b),
(a, b) →A×B (a0 , b0 ) iff a →A a0 and b →B b0 ,
FA×B = {(P × WB ) ∩ WA×B | P ∈ FA } ∪ {(WA × Q) ∩ WA×B | Q ∈ FB }.

As noted, the definition of the product structure is the natural one: by matching the common parts of
the valuation, we construct composite states. Accordingly, the transition relation is the restriction of the
cartesian product of the transition relations of the factors, on the resulting state space of the product. As
expected, it is easy to prove that A ← A × B and B ← A × B for any A and B. The following result, proved
in [GL94], asserts that a sequence of states is a fair path in the product if and only if its projections are fair
paths in the product’s factors, and the corresponding pairs of states are states in the product.
Lemma 15. Let A, B be models. The following conditions are equivalent.
1. πA×B = (a0 , b0 )(a1 , b1 ) . . . is a fair path in A × B.
2. πA = a0 a1 . . . and πB = b0 b1 . . . are fair paths in A, B respectively and for all i, (ai , bi ) ∈ WA×B .
The next lemma asserts that the product defined above enjoys one of the universal properties of products,
that is, if a model is simulated by both of the factors of a product, then it is simulated by the product as
well.
Lemma 16. Let A, B, C be models such that B ← A and C ← A. Then, B × C ← A.
Proof. Let HB , HC be the witnessing fair simulations from A to B and C respectively. Define a relation
HB×C ⊆ WA × WB×C ,
(a, (b, c)) ∈ HB×C

iff a ∈ WA , (b, c) ∈ WB×C , (a, b) ∈ HB , (a, c) ∈ HC .

We will prove that HB×C is a fair simulation from A to B × C. First observe that by assumption AA ⊇ AB
and AA ⊇ AC so AA ⊇ AB ∪ AC = AA×B .
1. For any state α ∈ SA there is a state (β, γ) ∈ SB×C such that (α, (β, γ)) ∈ HB×C :
From the fact that HB , HC are fair simulations it follows that there exist states β ∈ SB and γ ∈ SC
such that (α, β) ∈ HB and (α, γ) ∈ HC . From the same fact it follows that vA (α) ∩ AB = vB (β) and
vA (α) ∩ AC = vC (γ) so vB (β) ∩ AC = vC (γ) ∩ AB and as such (β, γ) ∈ WB×C . Moreover, (β, γ) ∈ SB×C .
From the definition of HB×C it follows that (α, (β, γ)) ∈ HB×C .
2. For all a ∈ WA and (b, c) ∈ WB×C , (a, (b, c)) ∈ HB×C implies that
(a) vA (a) ∩ AB×C = vB×C (b, c):
As in the previous item, from (a, (b, c)) ∈ HB×C we get that vA (a) ∩ AB = vB (b) and vA (a) ∩ AC =
vC (c). Thus vA (a) ∩ AB×C = vA (a) ∩ (AB ∪ AC ) = (vA (a) ∩ AB ) ∪ (vA (a) ∩ AC ) = vB (b) ∪ vC (c) =
vB×C (b, c).
(b) For every fair path πA = a0 a1 . . . in A with a0 = a there exists a fair path πB×C = (b0 , c0 )(b1 , c1 ) . . .
in B × C with (b0 , c0 ) = (b, c) such that for every i, (ai , (bi , ci )) ∈ HB×C :
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modFTSF (φ)

N
M
M × τ (φ)

τ (φ)

Figure 5. M × τ (φ) as the minimal model of φ with respect to ≤M .
From the fact that HB , HC are fair simulations we obtain that there exist fair paths πB = b0 , b1 , . . .
and πC = c0 , c1 , . . . in B, C respectively, such that b0 = b, c0 = c and for all i, (ai , bi ) ∈ HB and
(ai , ci ) ∈ HC .
Since (ai , bi ) ∈ HB and (ai , ci ) ∈ HC , it follows that vA (ai ) ∩ AB = vB (bi ) and vA (ai ) ∩ AC = vC (ci ),
thus vB (bi ) ∩ AC = vC (ci ) ∩ AB . As such, (bi , ci ) ∈ WB×C . From Lemma 15 it follows that πB×C is
a fair path in B × C. Moreover, from the definition of HB×C it follows that (ai , (bi , ci )) ∈ HB×C .
With this result in our disposal we can aim to directly construct an algorithm and a proof for the
stopperedness of ≤M over ∗FTSF . The idea is that, since fair simulation preserves ACTL, we can use the
product operation to produce a model that refines a designated model M , and also refines another model
that satisfies a formula φ. Then, the product would have to satisfy φ by construction. This last model
must, essentially, contain exactly all the possible behaviours allowed by the formula φ, in other words,
to be a tableau of that formula. Several researchers have investigated such constructions for ACTL, e.g.
[GL94, CGL96, Mai00, PMT02] with the following general properties:
Lemma 17. A function τ : LACTL → MFTSF can be defined such that:
for all M ∈ MFTSF , τ (φ) ← M iff M |= φ.
Moreover, τ is computable and |τ (φ)| ≤ 2|φ| . A corollary of the above is that
φ |= ψ

iff

τ (φ) |= ψ.

The rest of the results in this section make use of tableau constructions, but only by making reference
to their general properties mentioned above. A specific tableau construction, the one described in [CGL96],
will be implemented and used in Section 5.3. We can now state the main result of this section. The following
theorem forms the basis of the results concerning stopperedness and decidability for minimal refinement in
ACTL.
Theorem 18. For any model N inside M ∗FTSF φ, N  τ (φ) × M .
Proof. We prove that among the models of φ that are simulated by M , τ (φ) × M is the minimum, modulo
fair simulation. Let N be a model of φ.
Assume that M 8 N . In that case it follows trivially by the second clause of the definition of ≤M that
τ (φ) × M ≤M N , since M ← τ (φ) × M as mentioned previously.
Thus, we assume that M ← N (see Figure 5). Since N is a model of φ, it must be the case that
τ (φ) ← N , because τ (φ) is the tableau of φ. Therefore, τ (φ) × M ← N by applying Lemma 16. Also, it holds
that M ← τ (φ) × M , thus τ (φ) × M ≤M N .
Therefore, for all N ∈ modFTSF (φ), it holds that τ (φ) × M ≤M N . From the preservation of ACTL by
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fair simulation and the fact that τ (φ) ← τ (φ) × M it follows that τ (φ) × M is a model of φ and therefore is
the minimum with respect to ≤M in modFTSF (φ).
The above result answers the questions of stopperedness and decidability in one go. Specifically, the
ordering ≤M is obviously stoppered over
CFTSF = {modFTSF (φ) | φ ∈ LACTL } .
Moreover, since τ (φ) × M is finite and computable it follows that there is an effective procedure for checking
N ∈ M ∗FTSF φ, i.e. checking whether N  τ (φ) × M . Finally, for any ψ ∈ LACTL there is an effective
procedure for checking M ∗FTSF φ |= ψ, i.e. checking whether τ (φ) × M |= ψ (observe that since ACTL is
preserved by fair simulation there is no need to restrict ψ as was the case with modal logic).
Finally, we present a simple result that will be used later, in Section 5.3. Essentially, it states that the
tableau of a conjunction can be viewed as the product of the tableaus of the conjuncts. This, in turn,
characterises iteration over minimal refinements in ACTL: a sequence of minimal refinements is equivalent
to a single minimal refinement by the conjunction of the formulae appearing in the sequence.
Lemma 19. For all φ, ψ ∈ LACTL , τ (φ ∧ ψ)  τ (φ) × τ (ψ). Therefore, M ∗FTSF φ ∗FTSF ψ  M ∗FTSF φ ∧ ψ.
Proof. By the properties of the product, it follows that τ (φ) ← τ (φ) × τ (ψ). Fair simulation preserves
ACTL, thus, since τ (φ) |= φ it follows that τ (φ) × τ (ψ) |= φ and similarly τ (φ) × τ (ψ) |= ψ therefore
τ (φ) × τ (ψ) |= φ ∧ ψ. But then, by Lemma 17 we get that τ (φ ∧ ψ) ← τ (φ) × τ (ψ).
Obviously τ (φ∧ψ) |= φ∧ψ therefore τ (φ∧ψ) |= φ. By applying again Lemma 17 we obtain τ (φ) ← τ (φ∧ψ)
and similarly τ (ψ) ← τ (φ ∧ ψ). With the help of Lemma 16 we are led to τ (φ) × τ (ψ) ← τ (φ ∧ ψ). This
completes the proof.

5.3. Implementation and case study
We have proceeded to develop a prototype implementation of minimal refinement for ACTL and FTSF.
It is easy to see that the product operation is identical to the synchronous composition operation found
in branching-time model checkers like SMV [McM93]. Moreover, since SMV provides an already existing
framework for CTL (and thus ACTL) model-checking we decided to use it for the purpose of (implicitly)
computing the product structure τ (φ) × M , after having generated τ (φ) with our implementation.
Therefore, our implementation must be able to produce the tableau model, in SMV code form. This code
will later be combined with the SMV code describing the model the user wants to minimally refine, and fed
to the SMV model checker. We chose to implement the tableau construction described in [CGL96], because
it is an adequately powerful construct (in the sense that it serves as a tableau for the full language) while
being relatively simple (it does not attempt to incorporate complex formalisms for the fairness constraints,
but only sets of sets of states). We will review the construction here.
The basic idea is to decompose the given formula φ in its subformulae and build a model the states of
which are appropriate subsets of those (slightly altered) subformulae.
Definition 16. The set sub(φ) of the subformulae of φ and the set el(φ) of elementary formulae of φ are
defined as follows.
1. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
2. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

If φ = > or φ = ⊥, then sub(φ) = {φ}.
If φ = p or φ = ¬p then sub(φ) = {φ, p}.
If φ = AXψ, then sub(φ) = {φ} ∪ sub(ψ).
If φ is of the form φ1 ∨φ2 or φ1 ∧φ2 or A(φ1 Uφ2 ) or A(φ1 Rφ2 ), then sub(φ) = {φ}∪sub(φ1 )∪sub(φ2 ).
If φ = > or φ = ⊥, then el(φ) = ∅.
If φ = p or φ = ¬p then el(φ) = {p}.
If φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 or φ1 ∧ φ2 , then el(φ) = el(φ1 ) ∪ el(φ2 ).
If φ = AXψ, then el(φ) = {φ} ∪ el(ψ).
If φ = A(φ1 Uφ2 ) or φ = A(φ1 Rφ2 ), then el(φ) = {AX⊥, AXφ} ∪ el(φ1 ) ∪ el(φ2 ).

where p is a propositional letter. The formula AX⊥ denotes the lack of fair paths beginning at the state
which satisfies this formula.
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The tableau τ (φ) of a formula φ is the ACTL model hW, S, A, v, →, Fi whose components are defined as
follows. The state space W of τ (φ) is the set 2el(φ) . Before we define the set of initial states and the transition
relation, we will define a map sat from el(φ) ∪ sub(φ) ∪ {>, ⊥} to subsets of 2el(φ) . Intuitively, sat(ψ) will be
the set of states of the tableau that satisfy ψ.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

sat(ψ) = {ψ ∈ s} where ψ ∈ el(φ).
sat(¬p) = {s | p ∈
/ s} where p is an atomic proposition.
sat(φ1 ∨ φ2 ) = sat(φ1 ) ∪ sat(φ2 ).
sat(φ1 ∧ φ2 ) = sat(φ1 ) ∩ sat(φ2 ).
sat(A(φ1 Uφ2 )) = (sat(φ2 ) ∪ (sat(φ1 ) ∩ sat(AXA(φ1 Uφ2 )))) ∪ sat(AX⊥).
sat(A(φ1 Rφ2 )) = (sat(φ2 ) ∩ (sat(φ1 ) ∪ sat(AXA(φ1 Rφ2 )))) ∪ sat(AX⊥).
We can now define the missing pieces from the tableau construction.

Definition 17. The tableau τ (φ) = hW, S, A, v, →, Fi of a formula φ is defined as follows.
•
•
•
•
•

W = 2el(φ) .
S = sat(φ).
A = {p | p ∈ el(φ)}.
v(s) = {p | p ∈ s}.
V
s → t if and only if AXψ∈el(φ) s ∈ sat(AXψ) ⇒ t ∈ sat(ψ).

• F = {(W \ sat (AXA (φ1 Uφ2 ))) ∪ sat (φ2 ) | AXA (φ1 Uφ2 ) ∈ el (φ)}.
The proof that this structure is indeed a tableau of φ in the sense of Lemma 17 can be found in [CGL96].
Our implementation consists of a set of classes in C++ that can be used for expressing an arbitrary
ACTL formula and generating its tableau model, via Definition 17. Pictures of the model (in the DOT format
[NDG+ ]) can be be produced for visualisation purposes. Moreover, code can be produced that describes the
tableau in the SMV format. This implementation can be obtained from http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~mdr/.
This set of classes comprises of:
• A base class Formula and its derived classes, for the representation of ACTL formulae: Conjunction,
Disjunction (propositional connectives), AtomicFormula, NegatedAtomicFormula (propositional variables and their negations), Until (AU), Release (AR) and Next (AX). These classes provide auxiliary
methods, including methods for extracting the set of elementary formulae and subformulae of an instance.
• A class Model that handles all issues related to the building, visualising and converting the model to
SMV code.
• A class Tableau that is derived from Model. This class contains the mechanisms for the building of the
tableau model, given a Formula-type object that represents an ACTL formula.
The algorithm for producing the tableau is the direct one, i.e. symbolic techniques have not been used.
This limits the usefulness of our implementation because the tableau reviewed above (and all the other
tableaus from the literature that have been mentioned previously) is of exponential size in the length of the
formula. Therefore, our implementation will have an exponential complexity in the length of the formula,
unless significant progress is made in the symbolic techniques for producing these tableaus, or new tableau
constructions that do not suffer from the state explosion problem are proposed. We describe possible avenues
of research on this issue in Section 6.
In order to test the implementation and, more importantly, to examine the process from a practical
perspective, a case study was performed on the well-known example of mutual exclusion. The purpose of this
case study is to demonstrate that the need for minimal refinement arises naturally when designing a system,
and that minimal refinement can automatically produce models that satisfy the given requirements and are
as close as possible to the original model, in terms of refinement.
We chose the mutual exclusion problem because it is a simple, yet non-trivial example of a model/protocol,
and because of its ubiquity in textbooks, e.g. in the book [HR04] (pages 187-199; or 181–200 in the first
edition). The account appearing in this book is incremental, and the stages shown demonstrate the process
of designing a model of a protocol which adheres to an increasing subset of the final specifications.
The problem of mutual exclusion arises in concurrent computation when shared resources are used. In
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Figure 6. A model of a process.
particular, assume that two processes p1 and p2 are running on the same computer system by means of some
kind of time-sharing (we will only consider two processes for simplicity). Assume further that, at times, p1
and p2 need to use some resource that cannot offer concurrent access, e.g. a printer. It is customary that
the system employs some method of mutual exclusion that will ensure that the resource is not accessed
simultaneously by the two processes. This can be accomplished through many techniques, either preemptive,
such as an operating system-level scheduler, or cooperative, such as the use of semaphores. By critical section
we will denote the duration within which a process is accessing the resource.
Regardless of the specific techniques used, the scheduling must have a number of properties. The following
four are discussed in [HR04]:
Safety: No two processes should ever be in their critical sections at the same time.
Liveness: If a process requests to enter its critical section, it will eventually be allowed to do so.
Non-blocking: A process can always request to enter its critical section.
No strict sequencing: There is no fixed order in which processes must enter their critical section.
We will model the processes from the point of view of the protocol used to enforce mutual exclusion. The
processes, then, can be assumed to have three potential states of execution:
• A process can be doing work which is unrelated to the shared resource.
• Or, it may request to enter its critical section.
• Or, it may be executing inside its critical section.
Therefore we will use two propositional variables per process, ti denoting that process i requests to enter
its critical section, and ci to mean that process i is inside its critical section. Figure 6 presents a transition
system for a process. We are using an over-simplified model of a process, in the sense that each process has
to change state in every clock tick, i.e. it is not allowed to stay in the same state. Also note that the initial
state of the process is denoted by a diamond.
Two of these processes were modelled in SMV code and combined by asynchronous composition in
SMV (note that this is not the same as the synchronous product construction). This means that at any
given moment one process is chosen non-deterministically and is allowed to execute for one step. The state
variables are now named t1 , t2 , c1 , c2 . The result is shown in Figure 7. The solid edges indicate that process
1 is executing and the dashed edges respectively for process 2. It is normally required that the scheduling is
fair in that both processes are selected for execution infinitely often. This means that the set of solid edges
has to be visited infinitely often by a computation path, and similarly for the set of dashed edges. Notice that
the transition model actually constructed by the model checker is more complicated as the asynchronous
composition operation is implemented by appropriate insertion of auxiliary variables. The distinction will
be suppressed in the following, for reasons of readability of the produced models.
In this example, the constraints laid down earlier can be expressed formally.
Safety: AG(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 ).
Liveness: AG(ti → AF(ci )).
Non-blocking: AG(¬ti ∧ ¬ci → EXti ).
No strict sequencing: EG(c1 ∧ E(c1 U(¬c1 ∧ E(¬c2 Uc1 )))).
Obviously, the non-blocking and non strict sequencing properties cannot be expressed by ACTL formulae,
so we will not deal with them. Moreover, they happen to be satisfied by the models we will consider.
A further fairness constraint usually employed in this case is that we do not consider computation paths
that spend an inordinate amount of time in a process’ critical section. These constraints are expressed by
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Figure 7. M1 , the asynchronous composition of two processes.

c1

c2

Figure 8. The tableau of AG(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 ).
the formulae ¬c1 and ¬c2 . In other words, we force the system to only consider paths that visit an infinite
number of times the non-critical parts of the processes.
Obviously, the state c1 c2 has to be excluded from the set of reachable states. We basically want to
impose the formula φ = AG(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 ), an ACTL formula, to the above model. But we want to retain the
computation paths that are, in a sense, independent from φ. A first test for the minimal refinement operation
is to produce M1 ∗FTSF φ.
Concerning the tableau of the safety formula φ = AG(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 ), observe that φ = A(⊥R(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 )).
Therefore, el(φ) = {AX⊥, AXφ, c1 , c2 }, so the tableau can have up to 16 states. However, we may remove the
states that are unreachable from the initial ones, as well as the states that have no successors. The resulting
model can be seen in Figure 8. Variables introduced by the tableau construction that have the same truth
value across all reachable states have been suppressed. Also, note that there are no fairness constraints.
Because of the simplicity of the derived tableau, the product structure M2 of M1 and τ (AG(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 ))
is the expected, i.e. M1 without the state c1 c2 (figure 9). The fairness constraints remain the same, i.e. the
sets of states with ¬c1 and with ¬c2 . Model M2 is identical to the model that appears as the ‘first attempt’
for the mutual exclusion protocol in [HR04], p.188 (p.170 in the first edition).
We observe that although the safety, non-blocking and no strict sequencing properties are true of M2 ,
liveness fails. This is because there exists a computation path which goes through the states t1 → t1 , t2 →
t1 , c2 and then loops back to t1 , ad infinitum. This path violates the liveness property because even though
process 1 is requesting to enter its critical section, it never manages to do so. We will attempt to repair this
by minimally refining M2 with the liveness property. The liveness property is
livenessi = AG(ti → AFci ) = AG(¬ti ∨ AFci )
which is obviously an ACTL formula. The goal is to minimally refine by the formula liveness1 ∧ liveness2 .
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Figure 9. M2 , the composition of M1 and τ (AG(¬c1 ∨ ¬c2 )).
p
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c,p

t,c,p

c
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Figure 10. τ (liveness1 ), with edges shown wherever they do not exist in the tableau.
However, this leads to a tableau that is unnecessarily large, so as to increase substantially verification times:
notice that since liveness1 and liveness2 do not share any propositional variables, the structure τ (liveness1 ∧
liveness2 ) will have exactly as many states as the product of the number of states of the structures τ (livenessi ).
Under the present framework this cannot be avoided. However, we can make use of Lemma 19 and perform
two minimal refinements. The advantage is that SMV is quite efficient when dealing with product structures
so we do not have to re-invent this efficiency for our algorithms. The model for τ (liveness1 ) is shown in
Figure 10: note that since the model is nearly total, in the sense that every state is connected to almost
every other, the edges shown in the figure are the ones that do not exist in the actual tableau. Notice that in
this tableau, the insertion of auxiliary variables cannot be ignored because one of them p = AXAFc1 varies
in truth value across the reachable states. Moreover, this tableau imposes a non-trivial fairness constraint:
(¬t ∧ ¬p) ∨ (t ∧ ¬p ∧ c) ∨ (p ∧ c).
The states that satisfy this condition are drawn bold in Figure 10. These must be visited infinitely often
by the considered computation paths. The introduction of fairness constraints is due to the need to satisfy
eventualities that derive from the until operator, implicit in AF.
Finally, C, the composition of M2 , τ (liveness1 ) and τ (liveness2 ) is shown in Figure 11. Another, perhaps
more readable version of C is shown in Figure 12. Boxes are drawn around states that have identical
observable valuations, i.e., in terms of ti and ci . Transitions that end at these boxes are meant as abbreviations
of a set of transitions leading to each state in the box.
It is easy to see that the loop t1 → t1 , t2 → t1 , c2 and back to t1 still exists, as it should since any finite
number of iterations of this loop should be permitted. However, the fairness constraints are now non-trivial
because the following ones have been added through the composition with the liveness tableaus:
(¬ti ∧ ¬pi ) ∨ (pi ∧ ci )
for i = 1, 2. This formula is derived from the previously mentioned fairness constraint introduced by
τ (livenessi ), plus the observation that states that satisfy ti and ci do not exist. Given these constraints,
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Figure 11. C, the composition of M2 , τ (liveness1 ) and τ (liveness2 ).
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Figure 12. C, reformatted for readability.
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Figure 13. C 0 , the ”second attempt” for the mutual exclusion protocol.
it is now impossible to execute the loop t1 → t1 , t2 → t1 , c2 for an infinite number of times, since such a path
would not visit infinitely often (actually, never) a state that satisfies (¬t1 ∧ ¬p1 ) ∨ (p1 ∧ c1 ). Indeed, when
model checked by SMV, the model C was found to satisfy the liveness formulae.
The model C 0 appearing in [HR04] as the second attempt for the mutual exclusion protocol is shown
in Figure 13. As C, it satisfies the safety and liveness properties. Also, it obviously differs from C and
is not equivalent to it, neither in terms of fair bisimulation or simulation. However, it can be shown that
C ← C 0 . That is to say, C is strictly closer to the original model M2 in terms of fair simulation, than C 0
is. This property, which is to be expected due to the definition of minimal refinement, reflects the fact that
in producing C from M2 no behaviours of M2 that are compatible with the liveness properties have been
removed. On the contrary, C 0 exhibits a strict temporal behaviour: if process 1 requests to enter its critical
section when process 2 is not (state t1 ), then it is guaranteed that process 1 will enter its critical section in
at most 2 time steps.
This concludes the case study. What has been shown, we believe, is that minimal refinement arises
naturally in the process of designing algorithms or models. Moreover, it seems that when it does arise,
solutions constructed by hand are sometimes inferior in that they may introduce ad hoc restrictions that do
not necessarily follow by the new requirements added to a model. On the other hand, minimal refinement
may produce models that are very large in terms of state spaces, and that are difficult to understand.

6. Conclusions and further work
The conclusions, unresolved problems and open questions encountered are presented in this section.
Minimal refinement, described in Sections 3, 4 and 5.2, is a method for changing a given model so that
the result refines it minimally while satisfying a new requirement. Using this method, a designer can obtain
a revised design out of an old one and a new requirement. Moreover, the relationship between the resulting
model and the initial one is well-defined: all the behaviours the newly obtained one exhibits are behaviours
allowed by the initial system, and, moreover, the set of behaviours is maximal in that it is the largest one
that satisfies the new property.
Minimal refinement has been studied under three frameworks:
• In modal logic, we studied minimal refinement over the class of m-saturated models with sets of sentences
as the requirements (local and global satisfaction).
• Again, in modal logic, minimal refinement over finite structures was studied, with modal formulae as
requirements (local and global satisfaction).
• Finally, we studied minimal refinement over transition systems with fairness constraints with formulae
of ACTL as requirements.
In all of these cases, the conditions under which the minimal refinement is non-trivial were characterised
(Lemmas 4, 9 and 14). In the temporal case as well as in the finite modal one, non-triviality was proved to
be decidable (in the same lemmas). The ordering ≤M was proved to be stoppered (Theorems 6, 10 and 18).
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Lastly, effective ways to represent minimal refinements in the finite modal case and the temporal one, were
presented in results 11, 12, 13 and 18.
Finally, a sample implementation of minimal refinement in the case of ACTL was presented in Section 5.3,
along with a detailed study of an example of a mutual exclusion protocol. Using this implementation, a
designer can provide an ACTL formula φ and a system M described in the language of the SMV model
checker; the implementation will then produce the minimal refinement M ∗FTSF φ, coded in the SMV language.
The result can then be fed into the SMV model checker where the designer can verify the result against any
further requirements.
Many possibilities exist for further work, as many questions are open with respect to minimal refinement.
For the case of modal logic and finite structures, an obvious research goal is to find tractable algorithms
for constructing minimal models. For the moment, the obvious and naive algorithms for the modal case of
minimal refinement are of non-deterministic exponential complexity.
Studying the computational complexity of the associated problems is another obvious research avenue.
It is easy to see that these problems will have an expensive worst-case complexity. After all, modal satisfiability is PSPACE-complete, regardless of bounds on the number of propositional atoms or modalities in
the language [Hal95], and the test for non-triviality can easily be modified so as to solve modal satisfiability,
rendering it PSPACE-hard in the length of the formula. On the other hand, it is also easy to show that its
complexity is linear in the size of the model provided.
In conjunction to this, additional work can be focused on characterising more precisely the structure of
the set of the resulting models, since we have obtained only very pessimistic upper bounds on its size.
In the case of temporal logics, it would be desirable to extend the set of results to languages that are
not universally quantified (like ACTL) and therefore are not preserved by refinement. Unfortunately, as
the results we have obtained on ACTL depend crucially on this property (and more specifically, the tight
relationship between refinement, language inclusion and satisfaction), they are not transferable to such new
languages and therefore a whole new approach would need to be developed.
Another direction for future work is the investigation of the tractability of the method in the case of
ACTL. We are currently using the tableau construction introduced in [CGL96], which is of exponential size
in the length of the formula. Thus, the minimal refinement may be of intractable size, as it is the product of
the initial model and the tableau. One improvement that comes at the cost of some expressiveness is to use
safety-ACTL1 , for which there is a more compact tableau [KGG99], although still exponential in the worst
case.
Finally, further research could focus on ways to address this state-explosion problem from its implementation aspect, either by considering improvements on the tableau construction or by looking into the
application of symbolic methods for generation of M ∗FTSF φ.

A. A version of Zorn’s lemma appropriate for stopperedness
The version of this lemma usually found in textbooks is the following:
Lemma 20. If every non-empty chain of a non-empty partially ordered set X has a lower bound in X, then
X possesses a minimal element.
In this paper we use the following, slightly modified, version of Zorn’s lemma as it is closer to the notion
of stopperedness:
Lemma 21. If every non-empty chain of a non-empty set X equipped with a preorder ≤ has a lower bound
in X, then for any element x ∈ X there exists an element y ∈ X such that y ≤ x and y is ≤-minimal in X.
Proof. Firstly we define a partial order v on the basis of ≤ as x v y iff x < y or x = y, where < is the strict
counterpart of ≤ and x, y are members of X. This definition makes v a partial order as it is transitive,
reflexive and antisymmetric.
Assume x ∈ X and define X 0 = {x0 ∈ X | x0 v x}. Obviously, X 0 is non-empty and it is also partiallyordered, as a restriction of a partial order remains a partial order.
1

Safety-ACTL is the fragment of ACTL obtained by only using AX and AW (the weak counterpart of until).
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Every non-empty chain C of X 0 with respect to v is also a non-empty chain of X. Therefore, by assumption, it has a lower bound c within X. But since C ⊆ X 0 , it follows that c v x and therefore c ∈ X 0 .
The conditions of the original version of Zorn’s lemma are satisfied, thus, X 0 has a minimal element y, with
respect to v. Since by its definition, X 0 is downward-closed, y is minimal in X too.
From y’s minimality with respect to v it follows that there is no z ∈ X 0 such that z @ y. Equivalently,
through the definition of v and some algebra, z < y ∧ y 6< z ∧ y 6= z. This, in turn, by the necessary
antisymmetry and anti-reflexivity of a strict counterpart of an ordering, is equivalent to z < y. Therefore, y
is minimal with respect to ≤ in X 0 . This completes the proof.
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